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Abstract
We introduce “Possi(A)ilities,” an Augmented Reality concept and system that presents users sitting at a table with animated visualizations of a virtual hand projected on the tabletop next to the user’s own hand. As a combination of possibilities and abilities, possi(a)ilities focus on the motor abilities of the human hand in the synchrony between the physical and the virtual, and constitute into a medium for examining and reflecting on the nature of diverse abilities that become possible when transcending the physical world and the individual’s agency. Ultimately, possi(a)ilities question assumptions, norms, and accepted definitions of motor ability and skill in the context of hybrid, physical-virtual worlds.
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Introduction
The human hand is a multifunctional instrument used to identify objects, manipulate and interact with the world, and extract information from the world via tactile sensing, active haptics, prehension, and skilled movements across a continuum of sensorimotor activities [8]. Fundamental to understanding human performance, the concepts of motor ability [3] and motor skill [12] are key for applications in motor planning and control, for characterizing individual differences in psychology [1], but also for designing interactive computer systems that adapt to and match users’ abilities [22] or repurpose the surface of the hand for input and output [6].

Either grounded in an application-oriented perspective [4, 6,22] or taking the form of artistic expression [5,10,10], the diversity of the motor abilities of the human hand represents the basis for rich interactive experiences with the world. In this work, we use Augmented Reality (AR) to explore new possibilities for expressive hand movements at the intersection of the physical and the virtual. We make two contributions: (1) a technical system designed to sense, record, and visualize hand movements on a tabletop by using computer vision and AR (Figure 1), and (2) a conceptual exploration of possibilities for the motor abilities of the human hand, i.e., “possi(a)ilities,” in the synchrony between the physical and the virtual world, on which we capitalize to challenge the current understanding of motor ability and motor skill.

Figure 1: Our Possi(A)ilities system enables the experience of a video-projected virtual hand on the tabletop in front of a sitting user, where the virtual hand performs movements that are either synchronized with or decoupled from those of the physical hand next to it. By implementing a diversity of possi(a)ilities, e.g., synchronized movements, delayed reaction time, or grasping with a smaller virtual hand, our system encourages reflection on the possible motor abilities of the human hand, readily observed by the user in real time.

Related Work
We relate to prior work from AR and interactive computer systems that have employed the human hand as an I/O surface [6,16] or used visualizations of the users’ hands as part of interaction techniques [4,19,20]. We also relate to art installations that employed images of the human hand.

Visualizations of the user’s hands interacting with a computer system are useful in distributed groupware, where multiple users share the workspace. In VideoArms [19], remote collaborators can see the solid arms of other users, digitally captured by a video camera. KinectArms [4] captures and displays arm embodiments on tabletops using the Kinect sensor, and implements several visual effects, such as shadows and gradients, outlines and transparency, and motion traces. PlayTogether [21] is a video-projection interactive system enabling remote users to play board games and engage in collaborative drawing. IllumiShare [9] is a peripheral device resembling a desk lamp designed to share physical and digital objects on arbitrary surfaces to support collaboration between remote users. Hand visualizations have also been employed in interactive computer systems to assist users when
Figure 2: Illustration of the Possi(A)bilities system. On the left, system components creating the Augmented Reality experience for the user: a video projector (1) and a video camera (2) are connected to a PC that controls the virtual hand (3) projected on the tabletop. On the right, system components for debug mode operation: a second video camera (4) for observation and the user interface (5) presenting the results of the various image processing steps, from video acquisition to hand segmentation.

Researchers have also used the human hand as an input/output surface for interactive applications. For example, OmniTouch [6] is a wearable system enabling multitouch interactions on everyday surfaces, including the human hand. A shoulder-worn video camera and projector enable users to draw on the hand, select options from hand-projected menus or interact with applications via controls and UIs projected on the palm of the hand. LightGuide [16] also uses video projection on the hand to guide the user in completing the desired motion, such as during exercises or physical therapy.

In neuropsychology, Suzuki et al. [17] implemented an AR version of the rubber hand illusion [2], where movements of the real hand were mirrored by a virtual hand. Rosa et al. [14] also used AR to present a virtual hand while both the physical hands were visible to the user, known as the supernumerary hand illusion. Such illusions have been used to understand the experience of body ownership following multisensory integration across the exteroceptive and interoceptive domains.

The expressiveness of human hand functions has been celebrated in art projects employing video projections. Examples include Gary Hill’s “HanD HearD” [7], a five-channel wall-sized installation showing images of an over-the-shoulder view of a person gazing at one of their hands; Pablo Gnecco’s “Gesture-Gesture” [5] exploring the visual language created with the hands, where three-second videos of hands captured from visitors are video-projected on a wall; and Elina Katara and Sanna-Mari Pirkola’s “Hands (video still images)” [10], where viewers sitting at a table watch video episodes projected onto the surface of a white tablecloth: “hands appear in the video and surreal, dream-like things begin to happen.”

Unlike this prior work, the goal of our system is to present users with the experience of a virtual hand that, when aligned with the physical body, demonstrates a variety of possible motor abilities. In this context, possi(a)bilites encourage reflection on what motor abilities and motor skills are in the synchrony between the physical and the virtual.

The Possi(A)bilities System

Figure 2 presents our system, Possi(A)bilities, consisting of a video projector (Dell 3400MP), video camera (Microsoft LifeCam Studio), and a desktop PC (Dell Inspiron 5348, Windows 8.1, Intel Core i5 2.9GHz, 8GB RAM). We developed a custom C# Windows application that detects the user’s hand above the table, processes the image of the hand, records and stores its movements, and projects a virtual hand featuring various visual appearances and behaviors, described next. We employed the Accord.NET framework\(^1\) for image processing, such as background subtraction and binarization to detect the hand against the tabletop and image manipulation to mirror, resize, and reposition the virtual hand inside the projection.

\(^1\)http://accord-framework.net
The virtual hand represents the image of the user’s physical hand, programmed either to mimic the movements of the physical hand or to play a recording. Figure 3 shows several motor abilities illustrated by the virtual hand’s movements in conjunction with those of the user’s physical hand: mimicking the movement of the physical hand with a one-second lag creates the experience of a delayed reaction time (Figures 3.1 and 3.2); superimposing the virtual hand with a different pose, from a previous recording, suggests motor opportunities for the physical hand (Figure 3.4); a smaller virtual hand aligned with the physical body enables the experience of smaller grasps (Figure 3.8); and playing a video recording with the virtual hand manipulating a postit, while the physical hand holds a pen (Figure 3.12), highlights the intertwining of the physical and the virtual; when the user has left, the virtual hand can persist (Figures 3.13 to 3.16).

Discussion and Future Work

The Possi(A)bilities system engages the user both as an actor and a spectator. As an actor, the user controls the movements of the virtual hand, which mimics the poses and gestures of the physical hand, and the characteristics of its visual appearance, such as the size of the virtual hand. As a spectator, the user watches how the virtual hand adopts poses and performs movements from a repertoire of previous recordings. The combination of physical—virtual and live—recorded action turns Possi(A)bilities into a medium for exploring, examining, and reflecting on the motor abilities of the human hand enabled by possibilities for human action beyond the physical world and the individual’s capacity to act independently. Possi(A)bilities also challenges commonly accepted notions of motor ability [3] and motor skill [12] in hybrid worlds that relax the world’s physicality and individuals’ agency:

- What specifies motor ability in a physical—virtual space?
- Who owns the motor skill of a virtual hand?
- What new motor abilities and skills are possible with bimanual synchrony of physical and virtual hands?

Thus, Possi(A)bilities opens several avenues for future work:

- Extend the Possi(A)bilities system to enable interactions between the physical and virtual hands. For example, a physical pen could be used to write on a virtual postit (Figure 3.12), creating a new motor ability available only in the interplay between the physical and the virtual.
- Integrate Possi(A)bilities with control systems, where the virtual hand could be used to interact with physical objects.
from the table, e.g., touching a desk lamp with the virtual hand turns on the light, reaching a TV remote control with the virtual hand enables access to the TV. In such application scenarios, the motor abilities of the virtual hand have a physical impact in the physical world.

- Understand user behavior and perceptions regarding the virtual hand visualizations of the Possi(A)bilities system, including users that have lost specific abilities of the hands because of illness or injury, e.g., spinal cord injury that has affected movements of the fingers or wrist.
- Explore Possi(A)bilities for other scenarios besides a tabletop and for other body parts, for example, visualizing a virtual foot projected on the floor next to the user's body.

We look forward to such future explorations towards redefining motor abilities and skills in new physical-virtual worlds.
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